Defend your expanding digital universe with Cisco Tetration

Today, your digital business is a universe of applications that span on-premises and cloud services. Each app within this universe is a potential threat to your data. But you can protect your business from threats you can’t see coming.


These new applications are using new workloads, introducing new vulnerabilities, amplifying existing attack vectors and increasing visibility. Unfortunately, you can’t protect your assets from threats you can’t see coming.

80% of all cyber-attacks today occur on web apps.

Secure your apps for the speed of your business

Cisco Tetration provides all the security, all the time, with automated micro-segmentation. Enforce application-specific policies with context across your environment, automatically and in scale.

Protect your mission-critical apps with microsegmentation

Baseline security policies are auto-generated across all workloads based on application behaviors. Access the impact of the policies on your applications. Enforce identified policies to meet your business security needs.

With Cisco Tetration, your universe of apps are secure

Provide end-to-end visibility and control. Enforce policies with context and scale. Leverage understanding of application behavior to flag anomalous behavior quickly. Reduce remediation.

Tetration: Secure your apps at the speed of your business

200x faster, 1-click enforcement, 5x reduction in attack surface, 0-day readiness.